Successful CNA Program leads to LVN Program acceptance

Del Norte Workforce Center assists our healthcare nurses to the fullest. Del Norte Workforce Center assisted fifteen Certified Nursing Students with the Basic Patient Care class needed for a CNA certificate. Out of the fifteen graduating students, nine continued their career to the next level by enrolling in the Licensed Vocational Nurse Program through College of the Redwoods. Five are adult participants and the other four are youth program participants. The Workforce Center assisted the nursing students with a portion of the training related expenses needed for the next phase of their learning. Del Norte Workforce Center believes in the importance of our future healthcare and wishes the best for the future Licensed Vocational Nurses.

New Intern at Del Norte Workforce Center

Del Norte Workforce has the honor of collaborating with Reaching for Independence, Inc. a community integration and job training program for adults with developmental disabilities for the second time. Dawn P. is currently interning with Del Norte Workforce Center and is doing amazing. Her goal is to learn office management skills to help her family start their own business. Dawn has learned the basic office skills and is learning new skills daily. Keep up the good work Dawn. We are all extremely proud of your progress!
Best of luck in your new endeavors Roberto J. Herrera

Roberto J. Herrera was part Del Norte Workforce Center for almost four years as a Business Services Representative. Roberto is now transferring to California Correctional Health Care Services at Pelican Bay State Prison as a Staff Services Analyst. Roberto learned immensely during his career with Del Norte Workforce Center and is now transferring those skills to a new employer for continued excellence and growth. Best of luck in your future endeavors Roberto!

Del Norte Workforce Center Highlighted on KFUG Radio Station

Del Norte Workforce Center was approached to be a part of KFUG’s Public Process segment. Christy Hernandez, had the privilege of interviewing with Host Mike Thornton. During the interview, Christy answered questions regarding employment and services offered at Del Norte Workforce. Throughout the interview the Host (Mike) kept praising on the impact the organization has on the community.

Successful Internship

Cassidy C., first came in to Del Norte Workforce to inquire about the youth Internship. After consulting with staff, Cassidy was determined eligible, and a dual internship at the Del Norte Workforce Center and the Chamber of Commerce Visitor Center was established to expand her horizons for her future in office administration. During her internship Cassidy excelled and performed amazing at both locations. Throughout her internship Cassidy learned various office administration skills and is now continuing to use those skills. Great job Cassidy we wish you the best in your endeavors,
Total Employers Served
Unduplicated number of businesses served during this fiscal year.

Total Number of Business Services
Some of the services for businesses included: Outreach conducting face-to-face follow-ups to keep our business relationships strong, recruitment. Job postings, technical assistance, assisting with common business needs, HR information, WEx information, vocational assistance, job description creation assistance, and dislocated worker assistance.

New Positions Filled
(1) Forest Schapes L.L.C. (Brush Clearers/Laborers), (1) Martie’s Beauty Salon (Cosmetologist), (1) Woods Plumbing, Inc. (Plumber Apprentice), (1) Three Star Logging (Log Loader/Heavy Equipment Operator). (1) The Northern California Resource Center (NCRC) (Forestry Technicians).

Existing Positions Filled
Hospitality (55); Skilled Trades (27); Retail (7); Healthcare (25); Professional (10); Government (8).

Financial Assistance for Employee Training
Internships (5).

Rapid Response Services
No business closures during this fourth quarter.